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Use the distance calculator map to f ind the distance between multiple points along a line 

To measure the distance on the google maps distance cakulator tool. First zoom In, or enter the address or your starting point. Then draw a route 
by dkklng on the starting point, followed by all the subsequent points you want to measure. You can calculate the length or a path, running route, 
renee, border, or the perim eter or any object that appears on a google map. The distance calculator Will then dlsp!ay a measurerment or the length 
In feet, meters, miles and kilometers. tr you would like to suggest changes to the google maps distance calculator you can contact us and let us 
know. You can also suggest other tools you would like to see on the site. 

Address: 25271 Htgho'o'ay 11, Sruns-.• .. id.., r·~~ 1 Gof 1 Zoom to Fit Clear Last Point 
1 

Clear Route I 
~~====~~~-~~~ 

Distance: 0 .10 miles , 0. 16 kilometers (km) , 522 feet, ! 59 meters 

You can share or return to this d·Stance calculator tool by using the link be!ow 

https : I fo,..·.w. oapdeve l opus . cc·:J/distance finder. php?&points• 
\5B\5839 .4802753!1057724 \ 2C-93 .1579642l9 64 922\5DI2C 
15839.4 788509674 78905\2C-93 .15810370451815Di5D 

Other uses for the distance tool 

use this tool to draw a line on a map and find its length. This line can represent the outline or a property, a running route, hiking trail or to trace 
the outline of any border on a m ap. Fence companies can use this to quote the price of a fence based on the length given to them by a customer, 
or by looking up a customers address and then drawing a line around the perimeter or where the renee will go. This can also be used to find the 
approximate length or gutters on a building, or the perimeter of any property. You can even share the map with your customer or your customer 
can share thler map with you to confirm the measurement Is correct 

To measure the distance between 2 exact points try our mileage calculator, or to find the exact distance use the d istance from to tool. 
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